2017 SCHEDULE
Long Beach Casting Club
Saturday, April 29th
CASTING DEMOS ON THE POND
MICHAEL MALONEY instructor (9am to 10:30am)
Having difficulty casting your weighted lines and flies? Does your fishing suffer because of this? Do you
know how to read your loop and understand what it is telling you about your cast? Come join Michael
in discussing these simple solutions to what is perceived to be complicated issues. Along with sharing
information Michael asks questions, so be ready to have some fun and great discussions on the subject.
Come and join this entertaining, engaging and informative clinic.
JOHN VAN DERHOOF instructor (10:30 am to noon)
Changing Directions
Wading the flats and need a way to very, very quickly cast to a cruising bonefish 60° to the right of your
line’s position? Tired of casting 10 times and whacking yourself 6 out of those 10 trying to pull your sink tip
out of the foam and back to the first trough with a wind coming into your casting hand? John will explain
and demonstrate a variety of methods to change the direction of your cast with floating lines, sink tips and
sinking heads. Learning some of these techniques will help you fish more effectively, with fewer casts and
less exertion and possibly, hopefully, with less blood loss.
JIM SOLOMON instructor (1pm to 2:30pm)
Low Calorie Casting – A lot of anglers just put too much effort into the cast. Tailing loops, big open loops
and fly lines going nowhere but back into your face. Jim Solomon will show you exercises to reduce the
strain and understand the efficiency of the fly rod in the surf, flats, rivers or wherever you may fish.
NICK BLIXT instructor (2pm to 3:30pm)
Learn to cast from a boat! While the fundamentals remain the same, there are several techniques that
will dramatically improve your ability to cast effectively from a vessel, whether from a flats skiff in Belize
or a drift boat in Montana. We will cover specific casts, including the water haul, off-shoulder, and back
casts, as well as helpful equipment, such as a weighted stripping basket. You will come away with a better
understanding of the variables you will typically encounter while casting from a boat, as well as tips and
tricks that will help in any setting.
FLY TYING DEMOS IN THE CLUB HOUSE: (9am to 4pm)
MATT ABRAMS, STAN BERINGHELE, MIKE CENTOFANI, KEVIN GREEN, ADAM PEREZ & GLENN UEDA

LUNCH BREAK & BLUEGRASS MUSIC: Noon to 1PM

CASTHOPE PRESENTATION: HOGAN BROWN & RYAN JOHNSTON (1pm to 2pm) in the clubhouse
RAFFLE FOR CASTHOPE: (2pm) in the clubhouse

